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BP and Oman Oil Exploration & Production have signed an agreement with the Government of the 
Sultanate of Oman amending the Oman block 61 exploration and production sharing agreement 
(EPSA) to extend the licence area, paving the way for further development of the giant Khazzan tight 
gas field. 
 
Under the amended EPSA, the extension adds more than 1,000 sq km to the south and west of the 
original 2,700 sq km of block 61. The extension will allow a second phase of development, accessing 
additional gas in the area already identified by drilling activity within the original block. BP is the 
operator of block 61 with 60% interest and Oman Oil Exploration & Production holds the other 40%. 
 
The Khazzan reservoirs in block 61 represent one of the Middle East’s largest unconventional tight 
gas accumulations and are expected to be a major new source of gas supply for Oman over many 
decades. Production from Khazzan will make a significant contribution to ensuring continuing stable 
and long – term domestic supplies of gas for Oman. The field is expected to represent around 40% of 
the country’s current total domestic gas production. 
 
The Phase 1 project, sanctioned in December 2013, is more than 80% complete and remains on 
schedule to deliver first gas in late 2017. Subject to final approval, the Khazzan Phase 2 project is 
expected to come onstream around 2020. Taken together, the two phases are expected to produce 
1.5bn cf/d of gas through the development of 10.5tn cf of recoverable gas resources. This will 
involve the construction of a three – train central processing facility with associated gathering and 
export systems, and the drilling of over 300 wells over a 15 year period. Improved reservoir 
performance, drilling efficiencies and other improvements have reduced the well count by around 
100 wells from the original Phase 1 plan. 
 
 
Centrica Norge (operator 40%), Suncor Energy Norge (30%), Aker BP (15%) have submitted a plan for 
development and operation (PDO) of the Oda (previously named Butch) field (licence PL 405) to the 
Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy. The proposed development will include a four – slot 
subsea template with two production wells, and one water injection well, which will tie back to the 
Ula platform. Oil will be transported via the Norpipe system to the Teesside terminal in the UK, while 
the gas will be sold at the platform to Ula for re – injection into the Ula reservoir to improve 
recovery. Proven and probable reserves are put at 42mn boe, of which 95% is oil. Peak production is 
anticipated to be around 35,000 boe/d. 
 
BP has sanctioned the Mad Dog Phase 2 project in the US Gulf of Mexico. The project will include a 
new floating production platform with the capacity to produce up to 140,000 b/d of oil from up to 
14 production wells. First production is expected in late 20121. BP (operator) holds a 60.5% working 
interest, partnered by BHP Billiton (23.9%) and Union Oil Company of California, an affiliate of 
Chevron(15.6%). BP plans to add approximately 800,000 net boe/d of new production globally from 
projects starting up between 2016 and 2020. The company recently agreed to buy from Eni a 10% 
interest in the Shorouk concession offshore Egypt, which contains the supper – giant Zohr gas field, 
for $375mn. 
 
Japanese companies enter Portuguese gas distribution 
The European Commission has approved the creation of a significant holding by Japan’s Marubeni 
Corporation and Toho Gas Company in Portugal’s gas distribution sector, green – lighting their 
acquisition of shares in Portuguese company Galp Gas Natural Distribuicao. Henceforth, the 
Japanese companies will share control with Portugal’s Galp Energia SGPS, a key oil, gas and power 



generation company. Marubeni is a global energy trading company, and Toho Gas focuses on gas 
supply and related services in Japan, which has thus far not operated in the European Union (EU). 
 
Acting as the EU’s senior competition authority, the Commission said this proposed acquisition 
would raise no competition concerns ‘because it creates no new overlaps between the companies’ 
activities,’ and approved the deal without conditions. The Japanese companies will effectively each 
hold a 11.25% stake in Galp Gas Natural Distribuicao, the largest gas distribution company in 
Portugal with approximately 70% market share, supplying gas to 1.05mn households. A Marubeni 
not said it was ‘looking to explore further growth in the European market’ following its Portuguese 
investment. 
 
Dealing with shake – up in Chinese oil export markets 
Chinese oil demand growth will almost certainly slow next year, report Argus China Petroleum. But 
domestic oil firms are still feeling their way through a very altered oil sector landscape. 
 
Apparent oil demand – net oil trade plus domestic crude output – is predicted by Argus to rise by 
2%, or 230,000 b/d, in 2017 from projected 2016 demand of 11.7mn b/d. The halving of 2016’s 
expected growth rate partly reflects the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) forecast 0.4% 
deceleration in Chinese GDP growth in 2017, which is curbing demand for diesel. But the rather 
cautions outlook for demand growth belies the growing internationalisation of China’s oil companies 
– as importers of crude and exporters of transport fuels. 
 
Global upstream spending needs to average $700bn/y in 2016-2040 to meet global demand, under 
the main scenario of the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) annual World Energy Outlook. But 
Chinese firms are cutting capital expenditure. Domestic crude production has fallen by more than 
280,000 b/d in 2016 and may shrink by the same degree in 2017. The required offsetting growth in 
2017 crude imports may be equivalent to a fifth of Argus’ projected global increase in oil demand. 
 
Shrinking domestic crude output is only part of the ‘new normal’ – a phrase beloved of Chinese 
politicians – to which oil companies must adjust. China’s liberalisation of crude imports in late 2015 
and subsequent partial freeing up of oil products trade have caused in effect, a demand shock. All of 
China’s incremental crude imports in 2016 entered through ports in east China’s Shandong Province, 
where most of the country’s independent refiners are based.  
 
Historically, PetroChina and Sinopec stood at the commanding heights of the economy, as part of a 
social contract under which they guaranteed to supply the fuel that China needed to grow. The 
erosion of their privileges has shaken this bargain. The firms must now jostle for market share. 
Sinopec’s diesel output cuts in 2016 are likely part of a process of working out how its role has 
changed. 
 
Beijing awarded independent refiners crude import quotas of about 1mn b/d in 2015 and a further 
650,000 b/d to November 2016. The crude subsequently imported by independents did not simply 
replace supply that might otherwise have been imported by state – run refiners, because tax 
mitigation made crude processing significantly more lucrative for independents. But the government 
is getting tough on tax payments. And the capacity of refineries eligible for licences that have not yet 
received them is now perhaps 300,000 b/d – so the ability of independents to dictate that pace of 
demand growth will be much less in future. 
 
Emerging trends 
Infrastructure it still a key component of demand. Storage capacity may rise by 37mn barrels – less 
than the 50mn barrels onstream in 2016. New pipelines and refineries, including PetroChina’s much 



– delayed 260,000 b/d Anning plant in Yunnan Province, will need extra crude. But underlying diesel 
demand is failing and blending firms outside the refining sector are meeting much of China’s 
incremental gasoline demand, pushing surplus refinery output to the seaborne market. 
 
The shake – up of oil trade, the fall in domestic output and the displacement of refiners by 
unconventional fuel producers are relatively new trends. But they do not yet feel normal, and the 
effects will be hard to model for markets and central planners alike. 
 
 
 
 
 


